Helping your child with
Maths at home
YEAR 3

Addition

Recording Maths in Year 3

-Expanded horizontal written method / partitioning (brief phase before introducing column
method and used for mental strategy):
47 + 25 => tens: 40+70 = 110 => ones/units: 7 + 2 = 12 Add together. Reverse and do ones/units
first to lead onto column method
- Column addition, exchanging when addition goes over 10, 100. (show number under the line)
- Part whole models (linking subtraction to addition and showing commutative law)
- Counting on, on an empty numberline starting with the biggest number
- Place value counters
- Base tens picture models

Part whole
models

Subtraction
-

Partitioning using base tens / 100’s, tens and units pictures
Column subtraction with and without exchange
Part whole models (linking subtraction to addition)
Finding the Difference by counting on, on an empty numberline starting with the
lowest number (counting on to nearest 10) uses knowledge of number bonds to 10 and
100
Most commonly used when teaching giving change in money and finding the difference
in heights/ages/amounts in real life scenarios
- Place value counters

Part whole
models

Multiplication
- Partitioning using base tens / 100’s, tens and units and grouping, leading to the grid
method for 1 digit x 2 or more digits
- Column method with and without exchange
- Part whole models (linking multiplication to division)
- Place value counters
- Arrays
- Number lines, showing repeated addition and counting on in steps

Array

Division
-

Sharing/grouping using base tens / 100’s, tens and units
Place value counters
Part whole models (linking multiplication to division)
Using arrays and splitting into groups
Number lines, counting on or back in steps; also used to show division with
remainders

Times tables and division !

Practise times tables and division every day!
The more you practise, the better. Sing it, shout it,
whisper it, dance it. Do it in order and out of order.
Your child can practise their times tables and division facts on
Times Tables Rockstars with their school login or use Topmarks
Daily 10.
The order to help you learn your times tables:
2 x (doubles)
5 x (ends in 0 or 5, link to learning the time)
10 x (end in 0)
3 x (2 x plus one more group)
4 x (Double and double again)
8 x (Double, double and double again!)
11 x (double to digit up to 9 x)
9 x (10 x take away one group)
6 x (5 x plus one group)
7 x (6 x plus one group)
12 x (11 x plus one group)

Play number games
Play games like snakes and ladders, bingo, top trumps,
snap, jigsaw puzzles, anything that might involve logic
and counting. Sneak some counting games into their
Christmas stocking!
Other Good Games to Play
• Uno – good game for recognising and matching numbers
• Shut The Box – quick mental recall
• Rumicon
• Snakes and Ladders – counting numbers up to 100
• Scrabble – adding, multiplying (doubling, trebling) and good
for vocabulary development and spelling.
• Monopoly – good for handling money, paying using notes,
giving change.
• Yahtzee – a good game for adding, multiplying and
probability.

Maths Games
https://www.nationalnumeracy.org.uk/sites/default/file
s/2021-01/resources_for_year_3_ages_7-8.pdf

https://thirdspacelearning.com/blog/maths-games-ks2/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/daily10

Real Life Problems

Go shopping with your child to buy two or three items. Ask them to work out the
total amount spent and how much change you will get.
Buy some items with a percentage extra free. Help your child to calculate how
much of the product is free.
Plan an outing during the holidays. Ask your child to think about what time you
will need to set off and how much money you will need to take.
Use a TV guide. Ask your child to work out the length of their favourite
programmes. Can they calculate how long they spend watching TV each day/each
week?
Use a bus or train timetable. Ask your child to work out how long a journey
between two places should take? Go on the journey. Do you arrive earlier or later
than expected? How much earlier/later?
Help your child to scale a recipe up or down to feed the right amount of people.

SHAPES AND MEASURES
Play ‘guess my shape‛. You think of a shape. Your child asks questions to try to identify it but you can
only answer ‘yes‛ or ‘no‛ (e.g. Does it have more than 4 corners? Does it have any curved sides?)
Hunt for right angles around your home. Can your child spot an angles bigger or smaller than a right
angle?
Look for symmetrical objects. Help your child to draw or paint symmetrical pictures / patterns?
Practise measuring the lengths or heights of objects (in metres or cm). Help your child to use
different rulers and tape measures correctly. Encourage them to estimate before measuring.
Let your child help with cooking at home. Help them to measure ingredients accurately using
weighing scales or measuring jugs. Talk about what each division on the scale stands for.
Choose some food items out of the cupboard. Try to put the objects in order of weight, by feel alone.
Check by looking at the amounts on the packets.
Practise telling the time with your child. Use both digital and analogue clocks. Ask your child to be
a ‘timekeeper‛ (e.g. tell me when it is half past four because then we are going swimming).
Use a stop clock to time how long it takes to do everyday tasks (e.g. how long does it take to get
dressed?). Encourage your child to estimate first.

Money
Receiving (and spending!) pocket money can make
children very keen learners in this area! Use any
shopping trips to encourage your child to be able to:

-

Recognise all the coins

-

Total and write amounts that are over £1

-

Work out change that should be given.

